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ADMINISTRATIVE SAFEGUARDS
in the field of elimination of sub-standard housing, 111 ff.; aspects of elimination problem, 111; prospective and retrospective regulation, 111; the nuisance doctrine background, 112; development of the hearing process in abatement of nuisance, 113; further contributions to growth of administrative fairness rules, 144 ff.; policy making and the administrative process, 116 ff.; democratic participation in rule making, 118; administrative problems of enforcement, 119; suggested guide posts for fair administrative action, 120 ff.; inspection, 121; hearing, 121; notice, 121; conduct of hearings, 122; utilization of records, 123; procedure with an eye on judicial challenge, 124; summary of administrative-legal methodologies, 124-125.

BUILDING CODES
background, 95; lack of uniformity, 96; developments toward uniformity since 1905, 97 ff.; present quickened rate of acceptance of new products, 99; shift toward performance rather than specific material prescription, 100; current aids in code drafting, 101; work of the American Standards Association, 101; techniques for keeping codes in touch with research results, 102; state-wide codes, 104; disagreement over degree of discretion to be vested in building officials, 105; need for appeals procedure, 106; particular application of codes to dwellings, 107; factors in adopting machinery to adopt new material on merit, 108; intensity of current interest and efforts in code improvement, 109.

CONTRACTOR LICENSING
as a legally sanctioned restrictive practice, 76 ff.; licensing used to limit number of competitors, 77 ff.; N. C. tile contractors as illustration, 77 ff.; licensing used to exclude unorthodox innovators, 78 ff.; striking down the self-employed small operator, 79; licensing as restriction on homeowners' own operations, 80; licensing to keep local market for selves, 81 ff.; licensing as limiting intensity of competition, 83; preventing unorthodox channels of distribution, 83; favoritism in licensing old-timers, 85; other personnel discriminations, 86; restrictive features with a licensing law: plan of business requirements, 86; bias of the examining boards, 87; fines and imprisonment as legal aids to the entrenched, 88; apprenticeship, 89; labor-industry united front, 90; tie-in with building codes, 91; doubts as to licensing as protection to the public, 91; the industry's poor comparative performance in costs, 93; summary of factors making for a sick industry, 93-94; how licensing perpetuates these factors, 94.

CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY (see also "Handicraft and Handcuffs")

COOPERATIVE HOUSING
legal aspects, in general, 126-142; nature of cooperativism, 126-127; forms of organization for cooperatives, 127 ff.; the trust form, 127; the corporate form, Limited Dividend Housing corporations, 129-131; special cooperative laws, 131; share subscriptions, 132; proxy voting, 132; expulsion of members, 132; democratic control, 133; transfer of membership, 133; dividends, 134; taxation of cooperatives, 135 ff.; financing, 137; veterans' loans, 138; title problems, 139 ff.; Wagner-Elender-Taft Bill, 140-141; the speculative promoter of cooperatives, 141; summary, 142.

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
of housing demands and supply, 186-205; cyclical nature of construction industry, 186 ff.; reasons for feasts and famines, 189-190; prospects for levelling cyclical variations, 192; wartime increase in housing facilities, 193; housing demands at various price levels, 194 ff.; basic problem of cutting costs, 195; building for low-income market, 195-196; basic data for industry's development of program, 196 ff.; probable demand 1945-1960 on various assumptions, 196 ff.; probable supply in same period, 197 ff.; effect of varying assumptions, 198 ff.; potential market for 15,000,000 units 1945-1960, 202; factors indicating possible cost reductions, 203; general observations, 204-205.

"HANDICRAFT AND HANDCUFFS"
excessive cost and the shortage, 47; difficulty of cost break-down, 47; labor unions' activity, 48 ff.; extent of unionization in building trades, 48-49; opposition to mechanization, 49; opposition to labor saving devices, 49-50; jurisdiction disputes, 50; unproductivity, not wages, keeps costs high, 51-52; racketeering, 51; industry's restrictive practices, 52 ff.; anarchy in sizes and design, 53 ff.; extent of atomization of the industry, 54; jurisdictional compartments comparable to labor's jurisdictional disputes, 55; "restraint of trade" practices, 56 ff.; impact of Sherman Act, 56 ff.; boycotts supporting channels of distribution, 58; price fixing—with subtle techniques, 59 ff.; quota devices, 61; patent licensing device, 62; an illustrative conspiracy against O.P.A., 63; industrial codes, 62; tie-in with racketeers, 63; reach of the Anti-Trust Law, 64 ff.; in particular, as to labor, 64-65; inadequacy of Anti-Trust as instrument of reform,
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Real Property Law (see Land Law in Mass Housing Needs)

Restrictive Building Practices (see "Handicraft and Handcuffs"; also Contractor Licensing)

Shortage in Housing
problem of measurement, 3; population factor, 4-8; the "family" factor, 4; comparative population
growth and family growth, 5; family formation, 5; the birth rate, 7; housing factor, 8-11; the
dwelling unit, 8; additions to dwelling units, 9; quality of dwelling units, 9; relation of housing
to population, 11-15; variables in gauging needs, 11 ff.; variables in gauging supply of dwellings,
11 ff.; table of shortages, on alternative assumptions, 13; prospects for period to 1960.

Sub-Standard Housing (see also Administrative Safeguards)
criteria, 10; legal safeguards on administrative action in elimination, 11.

Supply and Demand (see Shortage in Housing, and Economic Analysis)

Technological Potentials (see also "Handicraft and Handcuffs")
psychological revolution prerequisite to mass production, 16; such fundamentals as molecular
structure in scientific approach, 17; pitfalls in performance requirement approach in suggested building
codes, 17; "overdesign" in codes—the "factor of ignorance," 18; minimal space standards re-
examined, 18; new insulating materials for curtain walls, 19-20; surface material, 20-22; floors,
roofs and partitions, 22-23; appearance—and the dead-weight of aesthetic conservatism, 24; need
for research, 24; technological improvements, 74.

Veterans Emergency Housing Program
background of the program, 143-145; objectives and characteristics, 145 ff.; magnitude, 146; major
elements, 147; agencies involved, 148; progress, 150; obstacles to meeting goals, 150; Civilian Pro-
duction Administration Order VH P-2, 151; governmental limitations on constructions, 151 ff.
price and wage controls, 154 ff.; effects of price decontrol, 155; remaining controls, 157; increased
output of building materials, 158 ff.; price increase inducements, 159; priority assistance, 160; produc-
tion orders and directives, 161 ff.; informal production orders, 163; labor recruitment assistance,
164; premium payments, 164; new, inducements, 166; materials channelling, 167; industrialized
housing efforts, 169; emphasis on rental houses, 170; major policy problems, 171 ff.

Wagner-Elleender-Taft Bill (see Legislative Proposals)

Labor—Uneconomic Practices (see "Handicraft and Handcuffs")

Land Law in Mass Housing Needs
legal development through three stages of history, 30; laissez-faire era, 31 ff.; planning by private
agreement—"covenants," 31; police power in the welfare state, 32 ff.; slums in light of common
law deterrents to demolition, 32; nuisance doctrine, 33; zoning developments, 33; coming of building
codes, 34; third stage, government working with private enterprise, 35 ff.; use of taxing power, 37;
tax exemption device, 37; use of eminent domain power, 39 ff.; urban redevelopment corporation
laws, 39 ff.; urban land clearance, 40; excess condemnation doctrine, 40; public use doctrine, 41;
redevelopment projects and minority groups, 42; tax exemption conditioned on non-discrimination,
43; the private restrictive covenant as device to exclude minorities, 44; planning difficulties in a
shortage crisis, 45.

Legislative Proposals
need for legislative action, 173; recognition of cost dilemma, 174; industry's views, 174 ff.; "Washington
Side Show," 175; antecedents of newer proposals in Congress, 175 ff.; Wagner-Elleender-Taft
Bill, 177 ff.; objectives of the bill, 178; analysis of the bill, 178 ff.; private financing aids, 178;
advice to private enterprise, 178; "yield insurance plan," 179; acquiring land in slums and
blighted areas, 179; local aid for low-rent public housing, 179; rural housing, 179; inventory and
disposition of government housing property, 180; criticisms of bill, 180; redevelopment provisions,
181; views on our economic system in relation to housing, 182-183; the bill as a middle-of-the-road
approach, 183-184; some lacks in the bill, 185.

Private Property—Changing Attitudes
fixity of legal tradition through two revolutions, 25; break-up of feudalism and impulse to indi-
vidualism in property, 25-26; role of government—social ends of property, 26; policy making
through price-string control, 27; new ownership from changed risk-bearing, 29; rights as attributes
of risk—implications for the future, 29.